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 Geomagic Design X opens new possibilities for designers by enabling a seamless bridge between digital and physical design.
Press "Geomagic Design X is the most comprehensive solution for reverse engineering, CAM and CAD available." JOBIS

Journal "Geomagic Design X has enormous capabilities, and should find a place in the CAD toolbox of every designer." User
Experience Magazine "With the release of Geomagic Design X, Geomagic raised the bar for the CAD industry." Graphic

Design Magazine "Geomagic Design X's 3D Scanbench technology and supporting CAD software makes the entire process of
reverse engineering and CAD design efficient." CVN Magazine "For the first time, users of digital cameras and 3D scanners

can now scan real-world objects for design and engineering uses with more accuracy and ease than ever before."
Computerworld "Geomagic Design X comes with a new ecosystem of plug-ins and scripts that cover almost every aspect of 3D
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design, from scanning to assembly to engineering." Rocksort Magazine "Geomagic Design X is the most powerful of a new
breed of 3D scanner/CAD hybrid products that give designers and engineers powerful tools to design the physical and virtual
worlds with a seamless fusion." 3D World "You cannot get a better value for CAD software than Geomagic Design X." "With

the combination of Geomagic Design X and integrated CAD software, the user can now scan real-world objects for CAD
purposes." 3D Product Design "Geomagic Design X enables users to eliminate the production of multiple files from a 3D scan

to a 3D CAD file, saving time and money, and facilitating improved communication between the two." Product Design and
Development "Geomagic Design X is Geomagic's most significant new development since launching in 1992." CG Scanning &

Imaging "Geomagic Design X comes with a new ecosystem of plug-ins and scripts that cover almost 82157476af
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